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Abstract. Content based image retrieval is an active research area of pattern
recognition. A new method of extracting global texture energy descriptors is
proposed and it is combined with features describing the color aspect of texture,
suitable for image retrieval. The same features are also used for image classification, by its semantic content. An exemplar fuzzy system for aerial image retrieval and classification is proposed. The fuzzy system calculates the degree
that a class, such as sea, clouds, desert, forests and plantations, participates in
the input image. Target applications include remote sensing, computer vision,
forestry, fishery, agricultures, oceanography and weather forecasting.
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1 Introduction
The recent improvements in network technologies lead to higher data transmission
rates. Consequently this leads to faster internet connections around the globe. On the
other hand one might say that the vast number of internet users necessitated the high
speed internet connections and pushed the research to faster networks. No matter
which comes first, the fast internet connections along with today’s powerful computers and the proliferation of the imaging devices (scanners, digital cameras etc)
moved forward a relatively new branch of pattern recognition; the so-called contentbased image retrieval (CBIR). This is the retrieval of images on the basis of features
automatically derived from the images themselves. The features most widely used are
texture [1-3], color [4-6] and shape [7-9]. A plethora of texture features extraction
algorithms exists, such as wavelets [10-12], mathematical morphology [13] and stochastic models [14], to mention few. A simple but efficient method to represent textures is using signatures based on texture energy [15, 16]. Energy images result from
the convolution of the original image with special kernels representing specific texture properties. An attempt to describe the texture by means of color information was
carried out in [17]. This method allows an effective evaluation of texture similarity in
terms of color aspect and, therefore, to attribute textures to classes based on their
color composition.
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A review of the existing image retrieval techniques is presented in [18]. These are
categorized into three groups: automatic scene analysis, model-based and statistical
approaches and adaptive learning from user feedback. Conclusively, it is said that the
CBIR is in its infancy and that, in order to develop truly intelligent CBIR systems,
combination of techniques from the image processing and artificial intelligence fields
should be tried out. In the present paper such an algorithm is proposed. It combines
texture and color features by means of a least mean square (LMS) technique. The
texture features of the images are extracted using the Laws convolution method [15,
16]. However, instead of extracting a new image each of its pixels describing the local
texture energy, a single descriptor is proposed for the whole image. Each class of
scenes corresponds to a certain band in the descriptor space. The color similarity is
examined by means of its characteristic colors [17]. The same feature set can be used
also for image classification, by its semantic content. The classification is performed
by a fuzzy system. The membership functions (mf) of the proposed method are constructed by statistical analysis of the training features. As an example, a system that
classifies aerial images is described. Experiments demonstrate the high efficiency of
the proposed system. The use of these particular texture and color texture descriptors
is attempted for the first time. The redundancy of texture information decreases the
classification uncertainty of the system.

2 Algorithm Description
2.1 Texture Feature Extraction
The texture feature extraction of the proposed system relies on Laws texture measures
[15], where the notion of “local texture energy” is introduced. The idea is to convolve
the image with 5x5 kernels and then to apply a nonlinear windowing operation over
the convolved image. In this way a new image results, each pixel of which represents
the local texture energy of the corresponding pixel of the original image. Laws have
proposed 25 individual zero-summing kernels, each describing a different aspect of
the local texture energy. These kernels are generated by the one-dimensional kernels,
shown in Figure 1. As an example of how the 2-dimensional kernels are generated,
L5S5 results by multiplying the 1-dimensional kernel L5 with S5. Experiments with
all the 25 kernels showed that, as far as our application is concerned, the most potent
ones are R5R5, E5S5, L5S5 and E5L5. More specifically, applying each of these four
masks to images of a certain class (sea, forest, etc.) the global texture descriptors were
more concentrated than with the rest of the masks. These kernels were used to extract
the four texture descriptors of the proposed system.
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Fig. 1. 1-dimensional kernels; the mnemonics stand for Level, Edge, Spot, Wave and Ripple,
respectively.
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The first texture descriptor of the image is extracted by convolving it with the first
kernel (R5R5). The descriptor is the absolute average of the convolved image pixels.
Thus, instead of measuring local texture descriptors, by averaging over local windows
(typically 15x15), as it is proposed in Laws original work, we keep one global texture
descriptor by averaging over the whole image. This descriptor is normalized by the
maximum one, found among a database of 150 training images. If, for a sought image, the absolute average of the convolved image is greater than maximum value, then
the descriptor is 1:
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The same procedure is followed to extract the other three texture descriptors d2, d3
and d4, by replacing in eqn (1) kernel R5R5 with the kernels E5S5, L5S5 and E5L5,
respectively.
2.2 Color Feature Extraction
According to [17], in order to extract the characteristic colors of an image the following steps are followed:
1. On each color appearing in the image, its frequency of appearance is assigned.
2. Colors are sorted in descending order according to their frequency of appearance.
3. Given a color and a certain radius, a spherical volume is constructed in the RGB
color space. The first color in the descending order comprises the first characteristic color of the image. Starting with the second color it is examined whether it lies
within the volume of any color above it. If so, then the examined color is merged
with the color in the volume where it lies. Otherwise it comprises a new characteristic color of the image.
Considering the set of the characteristic colors as a vector, the color similarity of
two images is computed by means of the angle between these two vectors. More specifically, the ratio of the inner product to the product of the measures of the two vectors corresponds to the cosine of the angle of these two vectors. The greater the value
of the cosine, the smaller the angle and the more similar the two images (in terms of
their color prospect). Therefore, the cosine could be used as the color descriptor of
similarity. However, because of the fact that the angle is the absolute descriptor and
the cosine is a nonlinear function, the descriptor used in the proposed system is:
& ⋅&

(2)
G  = DUFFRV  
π
& ⋅ & 
where: & and &  the set of the characteristic colors of images 1 and 2, respectively.
2.3 Image Retrieval
After extracting the descriptors both for the input and the sought images, the retrieval
is performed by minimizing the following distance:
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where: dini (i=1,…4) are the four texture descriptors of the input image, resulting
according to eqn (1) and dsi is the corresponding texture descriptor of the sought image; d5 is the color descriptor according to eqn (2) and wi is a weight tuning the retrieval process according to the importance of each descriptor. By comparing eqns (1)
and (2) it can be observed that though d5 is a differential descriptor, i.e. it presents the
difference of two images by means of their color aspect, d1,…d4 are absolute ones.
This is the reason why the difference of the last ones appears in eqn (3).
2.4 Image Classification
The same feature set described above and used for CBIM may be used to classify
images according to their texture and color properties. In this section a fuzzy system
for the data fusion of the different descriptors is proposed. The system is tailored to
meet the needs of the target application, i.e. the categorization of aerial images into
five different classes. However, with slight variations it might be applied to other
applications of image classification as well. The inputs of the fuzzy system are the
five descriptors presented in the previous paragraphs. In order to construct the mfs for
the inputs a statistical analysis was carried out. More specifically, there were used five
different classes of photographs named: sea, clouds, desert, forests and plantations. As
training data, 100 images of each class were used. For each image the four texture
descriptors were extracted. In Figure 2 the histograms of the distribution of the four
descriptors for the class of the sea, are presented. As it can be seen, the distribution
can be approximated by a trapezoidal or even a triangular mf. However, a Gaussian
function is also a good approximation, far better than the two latter. The reason is that
its curve is not as steep as these of a triangular or a trapezoidal one and, therefore, it
includes also the sided values. Experiments with several mfs proved this intuition. For
each descriptor and for each image class the mean value and the standard deviation
were calculated. The mf were computed as the normal distribution, for the previous
values (see Figure 2). In Figure 3 the membership functions for the descriptor d1 are
depicted, as an example of the four first inputs of the fuzzy system.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 2. The histogram of the global texture energy distribution for the training images belonging to the class of the sea. Graphs (a), (b), (c) and (d) show the histograms of descriptor d1,…
d4, respectively.
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Fig. 3. The first input of the fuzzy system is the descriptor d1. The membership functions from
left to right are: Clouds, desert, sea, plantations and forests.

For the color descriptor five different inputs were used. The characteristic colors of
the 100 training images of each class were merged in the same way as described in
section 2.2 for a single image. The result is a color codebook [17] containing the
characteristic colors of the whole image class. Eqn (2) is used to compute the similarity between the characteristic colors of the input image and the codebook of each of
the classes. The result of each of the color similarity values is used as an input to the
fuzzy system (inputs from five to ten). Similarly, five sigmoid mfs outputs, one for
each class, were used. Having defined the inputs and the output of the system, the
following set of if-then rules was used:
1. If (IN1 is clouds) and (IN2 is clouds) and (IN3 is clouds) and (IN4 is clouds) and
(IN5 is clouds) then (OUT1 is clouds)
2. If (IN1 is plantation) and (IN2 is plantation) and (IN3 is plantation) and (IN4 is
plantation) and (IN6 is plantation) then (OUT2 is plantation)
3. If (IN1 is desert) and (IN2 is desert) and (IN3 is desert) and (IN4 is desert) and
(IN7 is desert) then (OUT3 is desert)
4. If (IN1 is sea) and (IN2 is sea) and (IN3 is sea) and (IN4 is sea) and (IN8 is sea)
then (OUT4 is sea)
5. If (IN1 is forest) and (IN2 is forest) and (IN3 is forest) and (IN4 is forest) and
(IN9 is forest) then (OUT5 is forest)
As far as the other implementation parameters, experiments showed better results
when the “and” method is the algebraic product and the “or” is the minimum. For the
implication the minimum is also used and for the aggregation the maximum. Finally,
for the defuzzification the som (smallest of maximum) method was used. An example
of how the system operates is shown in Figure 4. The input image in Figure 4a does
not clearly belong to a certain class. The system perceives this fact and gives output
for almost each of the classes.
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3 Experiments
In order to evaluate the performance of both the retrieval and the classification systems, several experiments were carried out:
3.1 Image Retrieval
The first experiments were carried out, in order to assign the weights of eqn (3), that
gives optimum results. Each time the six more relevant images were asked to be retrieved. The precision, i.e. the ratio of the correctly retrieved images over the total
retrieved images, was used to measure the efficiency of the retrieval system. It has
been observed that the best results occurred when w1=w2=w3=w4=1 and w5=11. In
particular, the retrieval precision was measured in the range of 35% to 100%, whilst
no other combination of weights had ever resulted to precision 100%. This is to say
that the color information plays dominant role in the image retrieval process, as the
ratio of color to texture coefficients in the minimization of eqn (3) is 11/4.
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Fig. 4. An example of system’s operation: (a) An input image and (b) system’s outputs, corresponding to forest, clouds, desert, sea and plantation, respectively.
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An example of how weights affect the retrieval is shown in Figure 5. In Figure 5a
the input image is show. The six best matches of the retrieval procedure with
w1=w2=w3=w4=w5=1 are presented in Figure 5b. Figure 5c illustrates the six best
matches, after having altered w5 to 11. Comparing Figure 5b to Figure 5c, one can see
that the retrieved images belonging to a different class than plantations where now
reduced to one. Therefore, the improvement in performance is obvious when the
weight corresponding to color descriptor is high.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 5. (a) Input image to the image retrieval system; (b) the six best matches when w1= w2 =
w3 = w4 = w5 = 1 and (c) the six best matches when w1=w2=w3=w4=1 and w5=11.
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3.2 Image Classification
As independent test data, a set of 500 landscapes were used. In many of them, that
exhibit a mixture of the 5 different classes, the corresponding outputs were activated.
We considered a classification to be correct if the output corresponding to the dominant class has the largest value. In this way, a winner-takes-it-all procedure can result
to a single output. As an example for the image of dessert in Figure 6 the outputs are:
forest: 0.07, clouds: 0, desert: 0.37, sea: 0.16, and plantation: 0.34, which is correct,
as the desert output results the largest value. The high values in other outputs are due
to the existence of a range of bushes in the picture. The bushes have the same characteristic colors with the class of forests and plantations. The quite high value of the
output corresponding to the sea class is justified as the desert and the sea comprise the
same texture characteristics, but their characteristic colors are extremely dissimilar.
Therefore, to conclude neither the texture itself nor the color itself is adequate for
reliable classification, but the combination of these two could lead to efficient and
reliable classification. The Empirical Error Rate (EER) of the classification system,
which is the number of errors made on independent test data over the number of classifications attempted, was measured over 500 independent test data and it was found
18.02%.

Fig. 6. The outputs of the fuzzy classification system for this dessert image are: forest: 0.07,
clouds: 0, desert: 0.37, sea: 0.16, and plantation: 0.34.

4 Conclusions
The extraction of global texture and color descriptors was presented in this paper.
Laws’ local texture energy method was modified to extract four different global texture descriptors. The color descriptor extraction was based on a method for describing
the color aspect of texture images. It has been shown that the same descriptors can be
combined for the construction of an image-retrieval and an image classification system, providing good results. Target applications of such a system include remote
sensing, computer vision, forestry, fishery, agricultures, oceanography and weather
forecasting.
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